# Changes in Examination Regulations to the University Gazette – Social Sciences Division

## Social Sciences Board

Approved by Chair’s Action on 14 March 2014

### Title of programme

MSc Water Science, Policy and Management

### Brief note about nature of change:

Changes to exclude footnotes from word count and to correct course title

### Effective date

For students starting from MT 2014

For first examination from 2014-15

### Location of change

Examination Regulations 2013

### Detail of change

1. **P791, l31** after ‘Science’ insert ‘,’
2. **P792, l.2** after ‘’ insert ‘maximum’
3. **P792, l.2** after ‘exclude’ insert ‘footnotes,’

### Explanatory Notes

Clause 1 corrects the programme title
Clause 2 clarifies the dissertation word count.